The New European Bauhaus (NEB) aims to marry science and technology with art and culture; to approach the significant challenges of the 21st century in an inclusive, sustainable, and beautiful way. It brings together people from all walks of life to build connections, exchange ideas and explore science, art, design, politics, architecture and technology. The Festival brings the European Green Deal to the heart of our daily lives.

It is by nature transdisciplinary; it invites architects, designers, artists, scientists, engineers, artisans, and citizens to share their expertise in preparing for the future. Nourished by bottom-up initiatives, the New European Bauhaus will blend the green and digital transformations to improve the quality of life of all citizens.
The FORUM is the space for bold ideas about our future. This inspiring high-level conference will span three days of innovative participatory formats, from round table discussions to TedX-style talks. Expect conversations between leading original thinkers from the worlds of policy, the arts, design, and industry on how the NEB can change Europe’s society and economy for the better. Tune in online or attend in person at the Gare Maritime.
Come visit the FAIR! It is the perfect opportunity to get to know the diversity of activities under the NEB umbrella: local citizen labs, pioneering research, innovative prototypes and proposals on how to make our lives easier, more sustainable and more beautiful. A fixed exhibition will take place at the Gare Maritime, and a mobile one will travel through the city centre on e-bikes and electric tuk-tuks to the sound of a live DJ set.

**OPENING HOURS AT GARE MARITIME ON 9-11 JUNE from 09.00 to 19.00 CEST**

**OPENING HOURS**

**9 JUNE** 12.00 – 14.00 GARE MARITIME (Place de la Musique)
16.00 – 21.00 MONT DES ARTS, Brussels

**10 JUNE** 12.00 – 21.00 PLACE DE BROUCKÈRE, Brussels

**11 JUNE** 12.00 – 21.00 MARCHÉ AUX POISSONS, Brussels

**12 JUNE** 12.00 – 21.00 MONT DES ARTS, Brussels

Live DJ by “Le Triporteur sound system”
The FEST on Mont des Arts is an invitation to delve into the universe of artists and creative thinkers from all over Europe. Get ready for four days of art installations, meetings with designers, interactive workshops, concerts, talks, circus acts, dance and guided tours. This four-day celebration has something in store for everyone, including a programme of child-friendly activities on the weekend of 11 and 12 June.
GARE MARITIME

10.15 – 11.30 — **Breaking boundaries: Permeable infrastructure, liveable cities**

**TALK AND PANEL DISCUSSION**

Overlapping physical, societal, economic urban boundaries may be visible or just intuitively "felt" by inhabitants. Boundaries may be hard, under harsh dispute, or permeable, offering opportunity for synergies. Following a talk by Italian architect Stefano Boeri, this session reflects on boundaries as a design challenge and on redefining them to create beautiful, sustainable and inclusive cities.

**Moderator:** Maria Tadeo, Europe reporter, Bloomberg Television, Brussels

- Stefano Boeri, Architect and Professor, Politecnico di Milano, Italy
- Sorcha Edwards, Secretary General, Housing Europe, Belgium
- Jure Sumi, Representative and Spokesperson, World Green Infrastructure Network European Business Group, Slovenia

---

GARE MARITIME

11.45 – 12.45 — **Beautiful. Sustainable. Together. What on Earth is this ’NEB’?**

**INTERVIEW**

This session dives into the background and achievements of the New European Bauhaus initiative from two complementary perspectives. Commissioner Gabriel, co-lead of the NEB initiative, describes the project’s ambitions and first outputs, while Commissioner Hahn explains how the European Commission intends to "walk the talk" with its own building policy.

**Moderator:** Dr. José Pedro Sousa, Assistant Professor, Faculty of Architecture, University of Porto, Portugal

- Prof. Teresa Calix, Assistant Professor, Faculty of Architecture, University of Porto, Portugal
- Vesna Caminades, Foreign Affairs Officer, Autonome Provinz Bozen Südtirol, Belgium

**Moderator:** Michela Magas, Member of President von der Leyen’s High-Level Round Table for the New European Bauhaus, European Commission

- Mariya Gabriel, Commissioner for Innovation, Research, Culture, Education and Youth, European Commission
- Johannes Hahn, Commissioner for Budget and Administration, European Commission

---

**BREAK**
Official opening of the New European Bauhaus Festival: From local to global and back again

Can New European Bauhaus values – beautiful, sustainable, together – resonate around the world? How can regions learn from each other? What role can architecture play in the global green transition? Commission President Ursula von der Leyen and 2022 Pritzker Prize winner Diébédo Francis Kéré discuss what it means for sustainable solutions to be beautiful and inclusive, wherever they are applied.

Moderator: Maria Tadeo, Europe reporter, Bloomberg Television, Brussels
- Francis Kéré, Architect, Founder of Kéré Architecture, Germany (remotely)
- Ursula von der Leyen, President, European Commission (remotely)

Standing with Ukraine: How the New European Bauhaus can do its bit

The war in Ukraine is forcing millions of people out of their homes as cities are destroyed by the Russian military. How can the New European Bauhaus help rebuild? How can the country’s immediate needs be balanced against rebuilding in a sustainable and inclusive way that safeguards its cultural heritage? This discussion explores the possibilities and highlights initial projects already underway.

Moderator: Alissa de Carbonnel, Director, Europe and Central Asia Program, International Crisis Group
- Sneška Quaedvlieg-Mihailović, Secretary General, Europa Nostra, Serbia, The Netherlands
- Ruth Schagemann, President, Architects’ Council of Europe, Germany
- Hubert Trammer, Architect, Teacher, Lublin University, Member of President von der Leyen’s High Level Round Table for the New European Bauhaus, Poland
- Oleg Drozdov, Co-founder Ro3kvit, urban coalition for Ukraine, Co-founder, Kharkiv School of Architecture, Owner, Drozdov&Partners, Ukraine
- Sergei Orlou, Deputy Mayor, Mariupol, Ukraine (remotely)

Percussion Parade

CULTURAL ACTIVITY — MUSIC
- MOVE for THE WORLD, Belgium
MONT DES ARTS
17.00 – 17.45 — **Caring beauty: Beautiful solutions for the most vulnerable in emergency and post-emergency situations**

**LIVE PERFORMANCE AND DIALOGUE**

Japanese architect and 2014 Pritzker Prize laureate Shigeru Ban’s Paper Partition System structures are providing safe, temporary shelter for Ukrainian refugees in several European countries. He describes his experiences in emergency situations and explains how these structures are built, what materials are used, and how they can be easily replicated in other emergencies.

- Shigeru Ban, Architect; Professor, Keio University, Japan

MONT DES ARTS
18.00 – 19.15 — **The Green Deal & the NEB: how to transform our cities and our societies in times of global climate crisis?**

**PANEL DISCUSSION**

Cities are in crisis. Climate change demands that we urgently change the way we build houses and infrastructure and how we organize work and mobility. At the same time, digitization is changing how we use urban areas. Cities have always been a space of experimentation. So, how can architects, artists, economists and citizens help make urban life more sustainable?

**Moderator:** Dr. Niklas Maak, Culture and Arts editor, Frankfurter Allgemeine Zeitung, Germany

- Markus Bader, Collective Raumlabor, Urban, Germany
- Shigeru Ban, Architect; Professor, Keio University, Japan
- Hilda Nakabuye, Climate, Gender and Environmental Rights Activist, Public Speaker, Writer, Uganda
- Prof. Dr. Dr. h.c. John Schellnhuber, Founder and Director, Potsdam Institute for Climate Impact Research, Germany (remotely)

MONT DES ARTS
19.30 – 20.15 — **The urban jungle**

**TALK**

By 2050, over two-thirds of people will live in urban areas. Cities already consume around three-quarters of global energy and natural resources and contribute three-quarters of the world’s carbon emissions and waste. Using his concept of the Urban Jungle, Stefano Mancuso explores how the natural environment can help transform our urban areas into long-lasting ecological niches.

- Prof. Stefano Mancuso, Biologist and Professor, University of Florence, Italy
**FEST**

**DAY 1**  
**THURSDAY**  
**9 JUNE**

- **New European Bauhaus**
  - **beautiful** | **sustainable** | **together**

---

**MONT DES ARTS**

- **20.30 – 21.40 — #Queoscurezca**

  **CULTURAL ACTIVITY — CONTEMPORARY MODERN DANCE WITH LIVE MUSIC**

  - **199 Danza Rodante**, Spain

---

**OTHER ACTIVITIES**

- **MONT DES ARTS — ENTRANCE PLACE ALBERTINE**

  **All day — Botanical path**

  **CULTURAL ACTIVITY — INSTALLATION**

  - Belgium

---

- **MONT DES ARTS — ENTRANCE RUE DU MUSEE**

  **All day — 3Φ*2VE gate**

  **CULTURAL ACTIVITY — INSTALLATION**

  - Jan Detavernier, Belgium

---

- **MONT DES ARTS — TERRACE RUE MONT DES ARTS**

  **16.00 – 19.00 — A Glimpse into the Future**

  **CULTURAL ACTIVITY — WORKSHOP**

  - Commando Jugendstil, Italy

---

- **MONT DES ARTS — ENTRANCE PLACE ALBERTINE**

  **16.00 – 20.00 — Work in Progress**

  **INSTALLATION**

  - CAP CREATIONS, Belgium

---

**FESTIVAL**

**THE**

of the New European Bauhaus

9 – 22 JUNE 2022
新型欧罗巴布阿乌茨
美丽 | 可持续 | 一起

DAY 1
THURSDAY
9 JUNE

FEST

MONT DES ARTS — KBR PERISTYLE (BIBLIOTHEQUE NATIONAL)
16.00 – 20.00 — Drawing the Festival
LIVE SKETCHES
- Studio Kordial, Germany

MONT DES ARTS — TERRACE RUE MONT DES ARTS
16.00 – 20.00 — FAZ-Do IT with your hands, do more buy less
CULTURAL ACTIVITY — OPEN LAB
- Mariana Costa e Silva, Portugal

MONT DES ARTS — GRAFFITI PORCH
16.00 – 20.00 — European Parliament featuring Mister X and Propaganda
CULTURAL ACTIVITY — LIVE PAINTING
- European Parliament Live Painting: Anthropocene meets New Bauhaus, Belgium

MONT DES ARTS — KBR PERISTYLE (BIBLIOTHEQUE NATIONAL)
16.00 – 20.00 — Phonofolium - Sound interactive tree
CULTURAL ACTIVITY — INSTALLATION
- Scenocosme - Grégory Lasserre & Anaïs met den Ancxt, France

MONT DES ARTS — KBR PERISTYLE (BIBLIOTHEQUE NATIONAL)
16.00 – 20.00 — Egologism - Microperformativity of non-human intelligence
CULTURAL ACTIVITY — INSTALLATION
- Metadiapason, Italy

GARE MARITIME - Hosted by Maria Tadeo, Europe reporter, Bloomberg Television, Brussels
MONT DES ARTS - Hosted by Annelies Beck, current affairs reporter, VRT, Belgium
New European Bauhaus
beautiful | sustainable | together

MONT DES ARTS — KBR PERISTYLE (BIBLIOTHEQUE NATIONAL)
16.00 – 20.00 — **Beyond Human Perception**
CULTURAL ACTIVITY — VIDEO
- María Castellanos & Alberto Valverde, Spain

MONT DES ARTS — ENTRANCE PLACE ALBERTINE
16.00 – 20.00 — **Free calligraphy**
CULTURAL ACTIVITY — WORKSHOP
- Asbl Promo Jeunes, Belgium

MONT DES ARTS — ENTRANCE PLACE ALBERTINE
16.00 – 20.00 — **OCEANS BEGIN HERE**
CULTURAL ACTIVITY — COLLABORATIVE PHOTO INSTALLATION
- Fab Rideti - Art Photographer, France

MONT DES ARTS — ENTRANCE PLACE ALBERTINE
16.00 – 20.00 — **Textile Coral Workshop**
CULTURAL ACTIVITY — WORKSHOP
- Child Ambassadors/Corail Artefact (HS_Projets), France

GARE MARITIME — Hosted by Maria Tadeo, Europe reporter, Bloomberg Television, Brussels
MONT DES ARTS — Hosted by Annelies Beck, current affairs reporter, VRT, Belgium
FORUM
DAY 2
FRIDAY
10 JUNE

GARE MARITIME
09.00 – 10.30 — **Moving towards regenerative design in the built environment**

**PANEL DISCUSSION**

The built environment accounts for at least 40% of anthropogenic greenhouse gas emissions. How can we transform urban areas into carbon sinks, so that they store rather than emit carbon? How could buildings generate more energy than they consume? We reflect on re-aligning human activity with natural systems so that they function in harmony rather than in conflict.

**Moderator:** Orla Murphy, Assistant Professor, School of Architecture Planning and Environmental Policy, University College Dublin, Ireland

- Geoffrey James Eberle, Founder, Entropic, Spain
- Matti Kuittinen, Senior Specialist, Ministry of the Environment, Finland
- Martin Rauch, Founder, Lehm Ton Erde, Austria (remotely)
- Alessio Rimoldi, Secretary General, Precast Concrete Association, Belgium
- Kadri Simson, Commissioner for Energy, European Commission (remotely)

GARE MARITIME
10.45 – 11.45 — **Education and the New European Bauhaus... let’s imagine it!**

**DIALOGUE**

How can design, architecture and cultural heritage help shape the societies of tomorrow? Can we imagine a true New European Bauhaus education curriculum? Starting from the point of exploring analogies and discrepancies with the old Bauhaus movement, this session’s open dialogue focuses on the future of design and architecture education and reflects on what this could mean for education in general.

**Moderator:** Sneška Quaedvlieg-Mihailović, Secretary General, Europa Nostra, Serbia, The Netherlands

- Danica Dakić, Artist, Bosnia-Herzegovina
- Petri Suomala, Vice President, Education, Aalto University, Finland

GARE MARITIME
12.00 – 12.30 — **Soundscapes: Perceiving the urban sonic ecology, and the future sound of cities**

**ARTISTIC INTERVIEW**

- Emeka Ogboh, Artist, Germany

---**BREAK**---
FORUM

GARE MARITIME

13.15 – 14.15 — Toward a diverse Europe: How can art, architecture, and technology contribute to a new vision of Europe?

PANEL DISCUSSION

Globalization, digitization, economic crisis and social injustice are fuelling political extremism and new forms of nationalism in Europe. How can the European project become a tangible experience that engages its citizens? How can Europe engage its neighbours with a narrative that is open to the many non-European influences that have shaped the continent, and should shape it in the future?

Moderator: Dr. Niklas Maak, Editor, Culture and Arts, Frankfurter Allgemeine Zeitung, Germany
- Francesca Bria, President, Italian National Innovation Fund; Member of President von der Leyen’s High Level Round Table for the New European Bauhaus, Italy
- Rem Koolhaas, Architect; Founder, OMA, Netherlands
- Hans Ulrich Obrist, Artistic Director, Serpentine Gallery, United Kingdom

GARE MARITIME

14.30 – 15.30 — Looking at Europe’s hardware: What do we need on the ground to achieve the goals of NEB, and Europe’s technological sovereignty?

PANEL DISCUSSION

Technology and access to data is the foundation of future economies. It also underlies governance and democracy itself. How can Europe ensure the digital sovereignty of its citizens and preserve peoples’ fundamental rights, while leveraging the power of technology and data to achieve the Green Deal?

Moderator: Francesca Bria, President, Italian National Innovation Fund; Member of President von der Leyen’s High Level Round Table for the New European Bauhaus, Italy
- Renata Avila, CEO, Open Knowledge Foundation, United Kingdom
- Eddy Hartog, Head, Unit CNECT Technologies for Smart Communities, DG Connect, European Commission
- Michela Magas, Member of President von der Leyen’s High-Level Round Table for the New European Bauhaus, European Commission
- Maksym Rokmaniko, Director, The Center for Spatial Technologies, Ukraine
- Gerfried Stocker, Co-CEO, Ars Electronica Center, Austria

MONT DES ARTS

16.00 – 16.45 — C’est moi l’artista / Vecinos

CULTURAL ACTIVITY — CIRCUS ACT DIABOLO / ACRO CIRQUE
- Jonas Desquai - Ecole de Cirque de Bruxelles, Belgium
- Vuelta y Media - Fundacion IgualArte, Spain
FORUM

17.00 – 18.00 — **New European Bauhaus goes local: Exploring Brussels’ hidden gems**

**INTERVIEW**

Is Brussels a region, a city, or both? Do you speak Brusseleir? Do you know any beautiful, sustainable and inclusive projects in the area? Speakers including the city’s Mayor Philippe Close and regional Minister Elke van Brandt walk participants through the streets of Brussels, pointing out this wonderful city’s hidden treasures.

**Moderator:** Annelies Beck, current affairs reporter, VRT, Belgium

- Steven Beckers, Circular Economy Expert, BOPRO, Belgium
- Philippe Close, Mayor, City of Brussels, Belgium
- Antoine Dutrieu, Administrator, Communa, Belgium
- Elke van den Brandt, Minister for Mobility, Public Works and Road Safety, Belgium

---

FEST

18.15 – 18.45 — **Déballer**

**CULTURAL ACTIVITY — PERFORMANCE**

- ESAA La Martinière Diderot / Matériaux, France

---

19.00 – 20.00 — **The Emperor’s New Clothes: How to rethink fashion?**

**PANEL DISCUSSION**

Is fast fashion out of fashion? The New European Bauhaus sees both an urgent need and a strong potential for shifting the resource-intensive fashion industry towards circular production, consumption and business models. Panellists outline their visions of a more beautiful, inclusive and sustainable creative and entrepreneurial ecosystem.

**Moderator:** Annelies Beck, current affairs reporter, VRT, Belgium

- Christian Ehler, Member of the European Parliament, Group of the European People’s Party, European Parliament
- Karin Fleck, Founder, Vienna Textile Lab, Austria
- Towe Norlen, Founder, TOWE jewels, Sweden
- Valentin von Arnim, CEO, Iris von Arnim
### Day 2
**Friday, 10 June**

**Mont des Arts**

**20.30 – 21.45** — **Patsyki Z Franeka**  
*Cultural Activity — Concert*  
- FFK Rekordz, Ukraine

#### Other Activities

**Mont des Arts — Entrance Place Albertine**

*All day — Botanical Path*  
*Cultural Activity — Installation*  
- Belgium

**Mont des Arts — Entrance Rue du Musée**

*All day — 3Φ*2VE gate*  
*Cultural Activity — Installation*  
- Jan Detavernier, Belgium

**Mont des Arts — Terrace Rue Mont des Arts**

**16.00 – 19.00** — **A Glimpse into the Future**  
*Cultural Activity — Workshop*  
- Commando Jugendstil, Italy

**Mont des Arts — Itinerant — Start at Info Desk**

**16.00 – 19.00** — **Guided Tour of Community Land Trust Projects**  
*Tour*  
- Community Land Trust Brussels, Belgium

---

**FEST**

**Gare Maritime** — Hosted by Annelies Beck, current affairs reporter, VRT, Belgium  
**Mont des Arts** — Hosted by Annelies Beck, current affairs reporter, VRT, Belgium
MONT DES ARTS — ENTRANCE PLACE ALBERTINE
16.00 – 20.00 — Work in Progress
INSTALLATION
• CAP CREATIONS, Belgium

MONT DES ARTS — TERRACE RUE MONT DES ARTS
16.00 – 20.00 — FAZ-Do IT with your hands, do more buy less
CULTURAL ACTIVITY — OPEN LAB
• Mariana Costa e Silva, Portugal

MONT DES ARTS — GRAFFITI PORCH
16.00 – 20.00 — European Parliament featuring Mister X and Propaganda
CULTURAL ACTIVITY — LIVE PAINTING
• European Parliament Live Painting: Anthropocene meets New Bauhaus, Belgium

MONT DES ARTS — KBR PERISTYLE (BIBLIOTHEQUE NATIONAL)
16.00 – 20.00 — Phonofolium - Sound interactive tree
CULTURAL ACTIVITY — INSTALLATION
• Scenocosme - Grégory Lasserre & Anaïs met den Ancxt, France

MONT DES ARTS — KBR PERISTYLE (BIBLIOTHEQUE NATIONAL)
16.00 – 20.00 — Egologism - Microperformativity of non-human intelligence
CULTURAL ACTIVITY — INSTALLATION
• Metadiapason, Italy
MONT DES ARTS — KBR PERISTYLE (BIBLIOTHEQUE NATIONAL)
16.00 – 20.00 — **Beyond Human Perception**
CULTURAL ACTIVITY — VIDEO
- María Castellanos & Alberto Valverde, Spain

MONT DES ARTS — ENTRANCE PLACE ALBERTINE
16.00 – 20.00 — **Free calligraphy**
CULTURAL ACTIVITY — WORKSHOP
- Promo Jeunes asbl, Belgium

MONT DES ARTS — ENTRANCE PLACE ALBERTINE
16.00 – 20.00 — **OCEANS BEGIN HERE**
CULTURAL ACTIVITY — COLLABORATIVE PHOTO INSTALLATION
- Fab Rideti - Art Photographer, France

MONT DES ARTS — ENTRANCE PLACE ALBERTINE
16.00 – 20.00 — **Textile Coral Workshop**
CULTURAL ACTIVITY — WORKSHOP
- Child Ambassadors/Corail Artefact (HS_Projets), France
GARE MARITIME
09.30 – 10.30 — Design and co-creation: Can they save the world?

How does other peoples’ creative thinking influence how we tackle the world? From switching off the alarm to drinking the last cup of tea before bed, we interact with hundreds of objects and services each day. This session explores the transformational potential of design, looking at principles such as transdisciplinary engagement and participation.

 Moderator: Luther Quenum, Head of the Public Policy Laboratory, Métropole Européenne de Lille, France
 • Leyla Acaroglu, Founder, The UnSchool of Disruptive Design, Portugal
 • Prof. Dr. Jamer Hunt, Professor, Transdisciplinary Design, Parsons The New School for Design, Viktor Papanek Foundation, United States
 • Ruben Pater, Professor, Graphic Design Department, Royal Academy of Art (KABK), Netherlands

BREAK

GARE MARITIME
10.45 – 12.00 — Integrating science, art and technology: A unique European innovation model

The New European Bauhaus wants to break silos because innovation often happens at crossroads or at the margins of existing knowledge and experience. This panel reunites advanced practitioners and thinkers from the worlds of culture, art, science and technology to discuss how uniting disciplines can create a disruptive model of pan-European innovation and change.

 Moderator: Jose Luis de Vicente, Head Curator and Cultural Researcher, Sonar D+, Centre de Cultura Contemporània de Barcelona, Spain
 • Christophe De Jaeger, Founder and Director, Gluon, Belgium
 • Florian Kohler, CEO, GMUND Paper, Germany
 • Dennis Pamlin, Director, Mission Innovation’s Net-Zero Assessment Initiative, Belgium
 • Sneška Quaedvlieg-Mihailović, Secretary General, Europa Nostra, Serbia, The Netherlands
 • Prof. Barbara Widera, Associate Professor, Wroclaw University of Science and Technology, Poland

BREAK

GARE MARITIME
12.45 – 13.15 — The proximity revolution for a sustainable, beautiful and inclusive city

How can we bring the principles of the New European Bauhaus closer to the daily lives of urban residents? Carlos Moreno takes us through a journey to re-imagine our notion of proximity, starting from his vision of the “15-minute city” in which peoples’ immediate neighbourhoods are beautiful, sustainable and inclusive.

 • Prof. Carlos Moreno, Associate Professor, IAE de Paris – Université Panthéon Sorbonne, France
Is the countryside the sole source of food and raw materials? Is culture only accessible in big cities? We think not! Together with our speakers including Commissioner Elisa Ferreira, we investigate the role of the New European Bauhaus in breaking entrenched and arbitrary dichotomies between rural and urban spaces and lifestyles.

**Moderator:** Maria Tadeo, Europe reporter, Bloomberg Television, Brussels
- Jan Åman, cultural entrepreneur, Sweden
- Elisa Ferreira, Commissioner for Cohesion and Reforms, European Commission
- Zdeněk Hřib, Mayor, City of Prague, Czech Republic (remotely)
- Marcos Ros Sempere, Member of the European Parliament, Group of the Progressive Alliance of Socialists and Democrats, European Parliament
- Manuela Rottmann, Parliamentary State Secretary, Federal Ministry of Food and Agriculture, Germany (remotely)

---

**Balkan Taksim**

**CULTURAL ACTIVITY — CONCERT**
- Sașa-Liviu Stoianovici / Alin Zăbrăuțeanu, Romania

---

**Thinking beyond borders: How can the New European Bauhaus contribute to a just and equitable global transition?**

**PANEL DISCUSSION**

We are in a climate emergency. The European Union is implementing the European Green Deal as a new growth strategy that respects the planet. In this session, we explore what role the New European Bauhaus can play on the global level to help fight climate change while protecting the planet’s most vulnerable people.

**Moderator:** Maria Tadeo, Europe reporter, Bloomberg Television, Brussels
- Sandrine Dixson, President, Club of Rome, Belgium
- Neil Khor, Chief of Staff, United Nations Human Settlements Programme, United Nations
- Dominika Lasota, Climate and Social Justice Activist; Coordinator, Fridays for Future, Poland (remotely)
- Sheila Patel, Founder and Director, Society for the Promotion of Area Resource Centres (SPARC), India
- Robert Piaskowski, Plenipotentiary of the Mayor for culture, City of Krakow, Poland

---
New European Bauhaus
beautiful | sustainable | together

19.00 – 21.00 — **Kirill Petrenko conducts Schulhoff, Sinigaglia and Zemlinsky**
CULTURAL ACTIVITY — DIGITAL CONCERT HALL
- Berliner Philharmoniker, Germany

MONT DES ARTS
17.00 – 18.00 — **Sarina**
CULTURAL ACTIVITY — CONCERT
- Sarina Music, Belgium

MONT DES ARTS
16.00 – 16.20 — **Next to you**
CULTURAL ACTIVITY — CONTEMPORARY DANCE PERFORMANCE
- STARS’ WELL, Latvia

MONT DES ARTS
18.30 – 19.15 — **I wish to be the blossom of a fern**
CULTURAL ACTIVITY — CONTEMPORARY DANCE PERFORMANCE
- AURA Dance Theatre, Lithuania

DAY 3
SATURDAY
11 JUNE

FORUM
FEST

GARE MARITIME
17.00 – 19.00 — **New European Bauhaus Prizes Award Ceremony**
CEREMONY AND CLOSING REMARKS
**Master of Ceremony:** Ruth Reichstein, Advisory Board to the President, Green Deal & New European Bauhaus, I.D.E.A.
- Elisa Ferreira, Commissioner for Cohesion and Reforms, European Commission
- Mariya Gabriel, Commissioner for Innovation, Research, Culture, Education and Youth, European Commission (remotely)
- Alexandra Mitsotaki, President and co-Founder, World Human Forum, France
- Helle Soholt, Founding Partner and CEO, Gehl, Denmark
- Ursula von der Leyen, President, European Commission

GARE MARITIME - Hosted by Maria Tadeo, Europe reporter, Bloomberg Television, Brussels
MONT DES ARTS - Hosted by Annelies Beck, current affairs reporter, VRT, Belgium
FEST
of the New European Bauhaus

DAY 3
SATURDAY
11 JUNE

MONT DES ARTS
19.30 – 20.30 — Apero mix - 70’s-90’s music mix
CULTURAL ACTIVITY — MUSIC
- Mr Ipunkz, Ukraine

MONT DES ARTS
20.45 – 21.45 — Deva
CULTURAL ACTIVITY — CONCERT
- Move Gently Records, Hungary

MONT DES ARTS
20.30 – 21.30 — Botanical path
CULTURAL ACTIVITY — INSTALLATION
- Belgium

MONT DES ARTS
20.30 – 21.30 — 3Φ*2VE gate
CULTURAL ACTIVITY — INSTALLATION
- Jan Detavernier, Belgium

MONT DES ARTS
11.00 – 13.30 / 14.30 – 19.00 — FAZ-Do IT with your hands, do more buy less
CULTURAL ACTIVITY — OPEN LAB
- Mariana Costa e Silva, Portugal

MONT DES ARTS
14.30 – 16.00 / 16.30 – 18.00 — Written portrait
CULTURAL ACTIVITY — PARTICIPATIVE PERFORMANCE
- Adrián Dozetas, Karlotta Frank, Aron Hollinger, Argentina/Spain, Poland, Germany

OTHER ACTIVITIES

MONT DES ARTS — ENTRANCE PLACE ALBERTINE
All day — Botanical path
CULTURAL ACTIVITY — INSTALLATION
- Belgium

MONT DES ARTS — ENTRANCE RUE DU MUSEE
All day — 3Φ*2VE gate
CULTURAL ACTIVITY — INSTALLATION
- Jan Detavernier, Belgium

MONT DES ARTS — TERRACE RUE MONT DES ARTS
11.00 – 13.30 / 14.30 – 19.00 — FAZ-Do IT with your hands, do more buy less
CULTURAL ACTIVITY — OPEN LAB
- Mariana Costa e Silva, Portugal

MONT DES ARTS — STAIRS MONT DES ARTS
14.30 – 16.00 / 16.30 – 18.00 — Written portrait
CULTURAL ACTIVITY — PARTICIPATIVE PERFORMANCE
- Adrián Dozetas, Karlotta Frank, Aron Hollinger, Argentina/Spain, Poland, Germany

GARE MARITIME — Hosted by Maria Tadeo, Europe reporter, Bloomberg Television, Brussels
MONT DES ARTS — Hosted by Annthoe Beck, current affairs reporter, VRT, Belgium
MONT DES ARTS — ITINERANT - START AT INFO DESK
14.30 – 17.30 — **Eco Tour of Brussels**
CULTURAL ACTIVITY — WALK
- Mixua, Belgium

MONT DES ARTS — KBR PERISTYLE (BIBLIOTHEQUE NATIONAL)
14.30 – 20.00 — **Beyond Human Perception**
CULTURAL ACTIVITY — VIDEO
- María Castellanos & Alberto Valverde, Spain

MONT DES ARTS — KBR PERISTYLE (BIBLIOTHEQUE NATIONAL)
14.30 – 20.00 — **Phonofolium - Sound interactive tree**
CULTURAL ACTIVITY — INSTALLATION
- Scenocosme - Grégory Lasserre & Anais met den Ancxt, France

MONT DES ARTS — KBR PERISTYLE (BIBLIOTHEQUE NATIONAL)
14.30 – 20.00 — **Egologism - Microperformativity of non-human intelligence**
CULTURAL ACTIVITY — INSTALLATION
- MetaDiaPason, Italy

MONT DES ARTS — GRAFFITI PORCH
15.00 – 19.00 — **European Parliament featuring Mister X and Propaganza**
CULTURAL ACTIVITY — LIVE PAINTING
- European Parliament Live Painting: Anthropocene meets New Bauhaus, Belgium

GARE MARITIME — ENTRANCE PLACE ALBERTINE
15.00 – 19.00 — **Work in Progress**
INSTALLATION
- CAP CREATIONS, Belgium
The 2022 Festival of the New European Bauhaus is an initiative of the European Commission and was made possible thanks to the support of the NEB Community and all partners involved. A special thanks goes out to Dr. Niklas Maak and Francesca Bria whose contributions were instrumental in the curation of the festival’s programme.
📍 MONT DES ARTS
14.30 – 16.30 — **Live comic drawing performance**
**CULTURAL ACTIVITY — LIVE COMIC DRAWING PERFORMANCE**
- European Network of Comics Representatives and Entrepreneurs, 4 European Countries

📍 MONT DES ARTS
17.00 – 18.00 — **Sekina Bensiali**
**CULTURAL ACTIVITY — CONCERT**
- Jeunes Molenbeek good vibes, Belgium

📍 MONT DES ARTS
18.30 – 19.00 — **The Bright Stars**
**CULTURAL ACTIVITY — HIP HOP DANCE**
- MOVE for THE WORLD, Belgium

📍 MONT DES ARTS
19.30 – 20.30 — **Besac Arthur**
**CULTURAL ACTIVITY — CONCERT**
- Haciane Arthur Besac, Belgium

**OTHER ACTIVITIES**

📍 MONT DES ARTS — ENTRANCE PLACE ALBERTINE
All day — **Botanical path**
**CULTURAL ACTIVITY — INSTALLATION**
- Belgium
MONT DES ARTS — ENTRANCE RUE DU MUSEE
All day — **3Φ*2VE gate**
CULTURAL ACTIVITY — INSTALLATION
Jan Detavernier, Belgium

MONT DES ARTS — TERRACE RUE MONT DES ARTS
11.00 – 13.30 / 14.30 – 19.00 — **FAZ-Do IT with your hands, do more buy less**
CULTURAL ACTIVITY — OPEN LAB
• Mariana Costa e Silva, Portugal

MONT DES ARTS — STAIRS MONT DES ARTS
14.30 – 16.00 / 16.30 – 18.00 — **Written portraits**
CULTURAL ACTIVITY — PARTICIPATIVE PERFORMANCE
• Adrián Dozetas, Karlotta Frank, Aron Hollinger, Argentina/Spain, Poland, Germany

MONT DES ARTS — PARC ROYAL
14.30 – 16.30 — **Listen, feel , breath the voice of Nature, dance**
CULTURAL ACTIVITY — WORKSHOP
• Lipora - Star’s well

MONT DES ARTS — KBR PERISTYLE (BIBLIOTHEQUE NATIONAL)
14.30 – 20.00 — **Phonofolium - Sound interactive tree**
CULTURAL ACTIVITY — INSTALLATION
• Scenocosme - Grégory Lasserre & Anaïs met den Ancx, France

MONT DES ARTS — KBR PERISTYLE (BIBLIOTHEQUE NATIONAL)
14.30 – 20.00 — **Beyond Human Perception**
CULTURAL ACTIVITY — VIDEO
• María Castellanos & Alberto Valverde, Spain
MONT DES ARTS — KBR PERISTYLE (BIBLIOTHEQUE NATIONAL)
14.30 – 20.00 — **Egologism - Microperformativity of non-human intelligence**
CULTURAL ACTIVITY — INSTALLATION
• MetaDiaPason, Italy

MONT DES ARTS — ITINERANT START AT INFO DESK
15.00 – 18.00 — **Neo-futuristic Walks**
CULTURAL ACTIVITY — WALK
• Neo-futuristic Walks, Netherlands

MONT DES ARTS — ENTRANCE PLACE ALBERTINE
15.00 – 19.00 — **Work in Progress**
INSTALLATION
• CAP CREATIONS, Belgium

MONT DES ARTS — GRAFFITI PORCH
15.00 – 19.00 — **European Parliament featuring Mister X and Propaganza**
CULTURAL ACTIVITY — LIVE PAINTING
• European Parliament Live Painting: Anthropocene meets New Bauhaus, Belgium

MONT DES ARTS — ENTRANCE PLACE ALBERTINE
15.00 – 19.00 — **Free calligraphy**
CULTURAL ACTIVITY — WORKSHOP
• Promo Jeunes asbl, Belgium
MONT DES ARTS — ENTRANCE PLACE ALBERTINE
15.00 – 19.00 — **OCEANS BEGIN HERE**
CULTURAL ACTIVITY — COLLABORATIVE PHOTO INSTALLATION
• Fab Rideti - Art Photographer, France

MONT DES ARTS — ENTRANCE PLACE ALBERTINE
15.00 – 19.00 — **The Wild Weave-a-torium**
CULTURAL ACTIVITY — WORKSHOP
• Marta Romani and Karl Logge, Italy

MONT DES ARTS — ENTRANCE PLACE ALBERTINE
15.00 – 19.00 — **Textile Coral Workshop**
CULTURAL ACTIVITY — WORKSHOP
• Child Ambassadors/Corail Artefact (HS_Projets), France

MONT DES ARTS — TERRACE RUE MONT DES ARTS
16.00 – 19.00 — **A Glimpse into the Future**
CULTURAL ACTIVITY — WORKSHOP
• Commando Jugendstil, Italy

MONT DES ARTS — KBR PERISTYLE (BIBLIOTHEQUE NATIONAL)
16.00 – 20.00 — **Drawing the Festival**
CULTURAL ACTIVITY — LIVE SKETCHES
• Studio Kordial, Germany
SIDÉVENTS

Discover over 200 side events taking place in Brussels and throughout Europe. Get involved in discussions about renewable resources, innovative technologies, urban farming, the evolution of buildings, and climate-friendly mobility. Concerts, ideas labs and exhibitions in over 20 Member States complete the programme.

9-12 JUNE ALL DAY BRUSSELS AND BEYOND